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On Finite Groups Generated by Pseudoreflections” 
‘l’IlE0HE~l 2. If6 is a$nite rejlectiotl group , S(N, 6) U N uniquej~ctrwiaa- 
lion domain. Furtlzermore, a prime divisor l) in G(ilZ) is I-amified o?‘er S(llZ, 6), 
iff !, (x) $IP some x E &IT with nontriGal %,<. and tire degree of ram$cntion is 
cxactb, the order of a,, . If D(G(M)), resp. D(G(M, 6)) denotes tire pup qt. 
rJi7;i.wr.s of G(M), resp. 6(M, (6), one has a natural irtclusiorr 
and tiw j&for group o(~(nr))“:Z~(~(~~/, 6)) ‘: 15 tmil-ai!~~ isomorplric to 
Hom(6, A?). 
Remark. In [2], Chcvalley proved in case char /i 0 and :1 K 
(so M :-I I’) that G( I I, 6) is actually a pol\xornial ring. So Theorem 2 can bc 
considered as a slight generalization of a corollarv of Chevalle~-‘s Thcorcm. 
The last part of Theorem 1 is also well known i1; case char K’-~ 0. because 
in this cast one has actually a full description of CC, in terms of generators 
(the reflections) and relations, xhich allo\vs a tri\.ial verification of 
Thcorc-m I (d) (cf. [S]). Theorem I (12,) uxs first proved for \17e!-l groups 
in [4]. 
1. PROOF 01~ ‘I’HE~KE~I I. 
(a) Let K E C! be a pseudoreflection and G1 ,.._, C, :I system of reprcsen- 
tatives of the cosets GCTi,,;(G E 6) w?th 1 I. e iG, ,.,., C,i. Then left multi- 
plication with R permutes the cosets GiQjjz . Take a cycle G,,6,, , ,..., G,,L(F,l,, 
of this permutation and w.1.o.g. i, ~= e(~ I ,..., II). Then one ha> 
RG,. pi G,. , I -,. with ly, E C5i,,.: (z = I...., PI mod n), thus 
H?‘G’, = G c: . . . 
1R 
(,- 
1' 
Kow cithcr Pi = 1 y and so l;, ... C‘1 = Iv or KIRrtG1 mm 1 -II ... C, is 
a pseudoreflection in Q,,, . But from the definition of a pseudoreflection 
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(R(y) =- y ~- I(y)-) one sees easily that a pseudorcflection in 6’cx lies either 
in 05, or in ‘!I,. . 
But in the latter cast also G,'RG, has to be in VI,, because G;‘liC, 
and Gr ‘RIG, have the same reflection vectors. Thus if !!I,. contains no 
conjugate of R, one has (.,, ... I‘, t @,,. for every cycle. But T,.(R) is just the 
product of those elements in 6:,Iz 05,. , so T,(R) == (‘i, . 
On the other hand, if there is a conjugate K’ of R in \!I,. , one 
has T,,.(K’) = TJR), so one may- assume K E (6 ,“j But then 1 .,2 ... C., +L tfi.%. 
implies G;rRGr E ‘!I,, , thus G;‘RG, has reflection vector N. But G,~.Y is also 
a reflection vector for G;‘RG, , so we get G,‘.u F K.t, thus G, E 6 ,,, a11d so 
hv assumption G, = 1 ,, , 1 ‘r == R. 
Thus 1.,, ... f-r i-‘ (ci,,, for all cvcles but one and in this case l,‘, .I. C, = 
1’1 : R, i.e. T,,(R) --= KC!,, . -it iast, if T,.(R) #~ Ojx, one has R d (ci,, , vvhich 
is cquiv-alent to R being unitary. 
(b) If tfi is generated by pseudoreflections, Q-~ being nontriv-ial implies 
tl’at T-!,(R) 7 C5,, for at least one pseudoreflection R. Thus (b) follows 
immediately from (a). 
(c) -4ssume first 6 = YI, for some .v E T-, x # 0. Then (c) states that 
Ilom((,i, K‘ ) is generated by A,. : 91,P - Kj. But the kernel 8, of A, contains 
only elements of order p = char K. So because R” has no p-torsion, the 
kernel of every homomorphism !I[,. -)- K” contains (5,. and is thus- 
‘!I,< ‘65,. IL KJ being cyclic-a certain power of h,c . 
In the general case take a set X C F’ of representatives of the equivalence 
classes with respect to 5. The direct sum of the restriction homomorphisms: 
Hom(6, P) ---, (3 Hom(\!l,. , A?) 
SE x 
is injective because the Pl,,(w E C-) generate 6, so the images of the ?I,(s t S) 
generate the abelianized (6. -4nd it is surjective by (a) and the fore- 
going remark concerning the case %, 1 C5 : &T~(x E X) maps onto 
(0 ,..., 0, z\,r , 0 ,..., 0) in 3,,,,, Hom(!& , 0) and A, generates Hom(%, , A?). 
(d) Every homomorphism 6 + K y factors over G, thus Hom((5, KX) 
can he considered as a subgroup of the dual of @. 
On the other hand 6 is obviously generated by the aIzz(x E X) and the 
homomorphism ,, j ‘!I --, $i, maps the p-group 91, n CCz necessarilv onto zero. 
Thus 
/ K / ..: n (21, : 3, n 6,,) == : Hom(B, P)l, 
.i’ E x 
i.e. 6 2 !~LEX’XU,/~lI, fI 6, , which implies all statements. 
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